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Levi Garrison killed a lot, and then the two doctors in the dark took away the “treasures” on the beasts
one by one.

Give them a boost in power.

However, there is still no solution for Levilia’s situation.

No matter what the treasures are in the sea!

Levi Garrison was helpless and could only tell himself not to worry.

But when they were about to leave the East Island.

The intelligence of the God’s Brain worked.

brought good news.

“I found a holy spring deep in the Amazon rainforest in southern China! It has a magical effect, and the
local people can drink it to cure all diseases. The local people have always lived a long life.
In fact, the real situation of this holy spring is exaggerated faster than this, and it is not too much to say
that it is coming back to life. But it’s actually terrifying, and I couldn’t explain it to this holy spring for a
while! “

“After the aura recovered this time, someone finally understood what happened to the holy spring.
Because there is a small spiritual vein under this holy spring! The aura inside is rich and rich, and it has
been nourishing the holy spring, making the holy spring have magical effects. .

After the spiritual qi was revived this time, the spiritual veins under this holy spring were also burst
open, and most of the spiritual veins melted into this holy spring! Now this holy spring is even more
terrifying than before, it should be able to achieve the effect of detoxifying! “

When God’s Brain finished explaining, Levi Garrison couldn’t wait.

“What are you waiting for? Let’s go!”

The four set off in a hurry.

“Although there are many heaven and earth treasures absorbing or nourished by the spiritual energy,
this holy spring has been nourished by the spiritual veins for a long time before, and it has become a
medicinal spring. With this accident, it has completely become a magical medicine. Izumi! I feel
hopeful!”

Levi Garrison explained.

At the same time full of hope.

What he wants is this kind of heaven and earth treasure that dissolves all toxins at once.

Coupled with his support next to him, Levi Garrison believes that there is complete hope for Levilia to be
cured.

The four hurried to the Amazon rainforest.

But there are problems.

Today, the natural area of the Amazon rainforest has long been listed as a forbidden area by various
countries.

According to the regulations of each country-

The third-level forbidden area is an area that is at least comparable to god-level beasts.

The major forces of various countries are currently conducting expeditions and excavations in an orderly
manner. Of course, more than two gods must be assembled before they are willing to explore.

The second-level forbidden area is an area where there are at least ten animals comparable to the gods.

At present, apart from the War Bear Kingdom, no state forces dare to venture to the second-level
forbidden area.

The search was successful.

What if it fails?

How many gods have to lose to get in.

Many small countries do not even have the capital and cost of exploration.

The first-level forbidden area is the most terrifying. The standard is at least fifty to one hundred beasts
that are comparable to gods, and there are some unknown horrors.

For example, in natural dangers, such as the spiritual vortex of the Antarctic glacier, even if the gods
enter, they will die.

There are not many first-level prohibited areas marked by major countries in the world.

No more than twenty.

Not even the War Bear Kingdom has explored the first-level forbidden area.

After all, to explore the first-level forbidden area, at least hundreds of gods must be invested.

The price is too great.

Risks that even they are unwilling to take, let alone other forces.

The depths of the Amazon rainforest are now a first-class forbidden area.

Some people estimate that the number of god-level beasts in the deep Amazon rainforest is at least 100,
or even impossible.

This is not to mention other natural risks.

